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Abstract
We report the synthesis and characterization of Li2ZnV3O8, which is a new Zn-doped LiV2O4 system containing only

tetravalent vanadium. A Curie-Weiss susceptibility with a Curie-Weiss temperature of θCW ≈ −214 K suggests the presence
of strong antiferromagnetic correlations in this system. We have observed a splitting between the zero-field cooled ZFC and
field cooled FC susceptibility curves below 6 K. A peak is present in the ZFC curve around 3.5 K suggestive of spin-freezing .
Similarly, a broad hump is also seen in the inferred magnetic heat capacity around 9 K. The consequent entropy change is only
about 8% of the value expected for an ordered S = 1/2 system. This reduction indicates continued presence of large disorder in
the system in spite of the large θCW , which might result from strong geometric frustration in the system. We did not find any
temperature T dependence in our 7Li nuclear magnetic resonance NMR shift down to 6 K (an abrupt change in the shift takes
place below 6 K) though considerable T -dependence has been found in literature for LiV2O4− undoped or with other Zn/Ti
contents. Consistent with the above observation, the 7Li nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 is relatively small and nearly
T -independent except a small increase close to the freezing temperature, once again, small compared to undoped or 10% Zn or
20% Ti-doped LiV2O4.

PACS numbers: 75.10.Pq,75.40.Cx,76.60.-k

I. INTRODUCTION

Cubic spinel materials AB2O4 with non-magnetic ions
at the A-site and magnetic ions at the B-site are interest-
ing due to the existence of a geometrically frustrated1,2
B-sublattice (corner-shared tetrahedra) in them. Per-
haps the most studied compound in this category is
LiV2O4 which exhibits the d-electron derived heavy fermi
liquid behaviour3–5. In the motivation of Villain’s work6
LiV2O4 doped with a non-magnetic impurity at the V-
site or with a magnetic impurity at the A-site have also
been studied extensively7–11. Likewise, the structure of
Na4Ir3O8 or [ Na1.5(Na0.25Ir0.75)2O4] is also derived from
the spinel structure12. Here, the Na1.5 are at the A-sites
whereas Ir and Na at the B-sites have distinct positions
and the Ir ions form corner shared triangles in three di-
mensions. This has been dubbed as the hyperkagome
lattice and is proposed to have a quantum spin liquid
ground state.

Motivated by the above we have been searching for new
S = 1/2 spinel systems which might exhibit interesting
properties. There exists Li2ZnTi3O8 which has the same
space group as Na4Ir3O8, i.e., P4332 and the Zn and
the Ti ions are at distinct B-sites therefore the Ti ions
form a hyperkagome lattice. This compound is unfortu-
nately nonmagnetic due to the +4 oxidation state of the
titanium. We therefore set out to prepare Li2ZnV3O8

which would have a S = 1/2 (V4+) hyperkagome lattice,
in the case in which it formed with the same structure
as Li2ZnTi3O8. In this paper we report the properties

of a new V-based spinel Li2ZnV3O8. Our results show
that Li2ZnV3O8 does not form in the P4332 space group
and hence is not isostructural to Li2ZnTi3O8. In fact,
Li2ZnV3O8 forms in the F d -3 m-s space group where
there is no unique B-site and it is shared by two ions. So,
Li2ZnV3O8 could be written as [Li(Zn0.25V0.75)2O4]2 or
[(Li0.5Zn0.5(Li0.25V0.75)2O4]2 or possibly with a site oc-
cupation which is in between the two. In the former site
assignment, Li is at the tetrahedral A-site and the Zn and
V ions share the octahedral B-sites while in the latter, Li
and Zn are at the tetrahedral A-sites and Li and V ions
share the octahedral B-sites. Consequently, although the
B-sublattice forms a geometrically frustrated network, in
both the cases only 75% of its sites are (statistically) oc-
cupied by the magnetic V4+ ions. Due to this site-sharing
at the B-site, the frustration effect is likely diluted and
might result in a spin-disordered (frozen) state at low
temperature. In LiV2O4 the V4+/V3+ ratio is 1 and the
system shows heavy fermionic behavior. When a non-
magnetic impurity (Zn,Ti) is doped at the B-site or at the
A-site of the spinel then the system exhibits spin freezing
or spin glass behaviour at a temperature which depends
on the doping element and its concentration7,9,13. In all
these above mentioned doped LiV2O4 systems there is
likely a mixture of V4+ and V3+ions. In contrast, in
Li2ZnV3O8 the effective valence of vanadium is 4, which
to our knowledge is the first doped-LiV2O4 system but
still with only V4+(S = 1/2) ions.

The magnetic susceptibility of Li2ZnV3O8 is found to
be of the Curie-Weiss form above 150 K with an effec-
tive moment close to that expected for S = 1/2. The
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Curie-Weiss temperature θCW = -214 K is indicative of
strong antiferromagnetic (AF) interactions. This value
of the Curie-Weiss temperature is quite high compared
to the earlier doped LiV2O4 systems indicating much
stronger correlation between the magnetic B-sites of the
system. For the series Li1−xZnxV2O4 the maximum
value of θCW is about -68 K (for x = 0.3)10 and for
the series Li(V1−yTiy)2O4 the maximum value of θCW
is about -56 K (for y = 0.3)10. A difference between
the zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) suscep-
tibilities is observed by us for Li2ZnV3O8, below about
6 K, suggesting random magnetic interactions and spin-
freezing. A magnetic contribution to the heat capacity is
present at low temperatures though with a small entropy
change, suggesting a highly degenerate ground state. We
also report 7Li NMR spectra and spin-lattice relaxation
rate (1/T1) measurements and compare these with the
results for pure and other Zn/Ti doped LiV2O4.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Li2ZnV3O8 was prepared by standard solid state re-
action methods. First we prepared V2O3 by reduc-
ing V2O5 (Aldrich—99.99%) in hydrogen atmosphere at
650◦C for 16 hours. Then we prepared VO2 by mixing
this V2O3with V2O5 in a 1:1 molar ratio, pelletizing and
firing in dynamical vacuum (better than 10−5 mbar) at
800◦C for 24 hours. In the next step we mixed Li2CO3

(Alpha Aesar 99.995% purity), ZnO (Aldrich 99.99% pu-
rity) and VO2, pelletized it, and then fired in a tubular
furnace at 650◦C for 28 hours under a dynamical vac-
uum (better than 10−5 mbar). X-ray diffraction (xrd)
patterns were collected with a PANalytical x-ray diffrac-
tometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54182 ). The
Rietveld refinement of the xrd pattern (see Fig.1) was
carried out using the “Fullprof”14 software. The lat-
tice parameter was found to be 8.332 Å in the F d -
3 m space group. The formula of Li2ZnV3O8 could
be written in two different ways, [Li(Zn0.25V0.75)2O4]2
and [(Li0.5Zn0.5(Li0.25V0.75)2O4]2. Out of the two pos-
sible site arrangements in Li2ZnV3O8, the second one
is possibly the right site assignment since Zn is known
to prefer the tetrahedral site in spinels.15. In both
these possibilities V is at the B-site. We refined the
xrd data of Li2ZnV3O8 to determine the site occupa-
tion. The best refinement was obtained with the formula
[(Li0.46Zn0.43)(Li0.24V0.75)2O4]2 which imples some Zn-
deficiency at the A-site. The results of the refinements
are shown in Table I below. The goodness of the Ri-
etveld refinement is defined by the following parameters.
Rp= 19.6%, Rwp = 16.9%, Rexp= 5.30%, and χ2 = 11.3.
There were some extra phases of LiV2O5, Li3VO4 and
VO2 present at the 1% level. The Rietveld refinement is
done considering all the 4 phases.

From ICP-AES (inductively coupled plasma-atomic
emission spectroscopy) we determined the ratio of
lithium with zinc and vanadium. From this analysis we

Table I: Atomic positions in Li2ZnV3O8

Atoms Co-ordinates Occupancy
x/a y/b z/c

Li1(8a) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.46
Zn1(8a) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.43
Li2(16d) 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.24
V(16d) 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.75
O1(32e) 0.594 0.594 0.594 1.00

Figure 1: Powder diffraction pattern of Li2ZnV3O8 is shown
along with its Bragg peak positions; The black points are the
experimental data, the red solid line is the “Fullprof” gen-
erated refinement pattern, the green markers are the Bragg
peak positions for F d -3 m-s space group and the blue points
represent the “experimental - calculated” intensity pattern.
LiV2O5 impurity peaks are shown by blue arrows.

found the molar formula unit of the compound to be
Li1.98Zn0.86V3O8.This result is consistent with our “Full-
prof” refinement since there also we found that zinc is
deficient at the A-site.

In the structure of Li2ZnV3O8 the B-sites (shared by
Zn2+and V4+ in the 1:3 ratio) form a corner-shared tetra-
hedral network [see Fig.2]. In case of random/statistical
occupation of the B sites by Zn and V, there are going
to be missing magnetic atoms in the triangular network.
This disruption/dilution of the corner-shared tetrahedral
network is likely to lead to relieving of frustration and
this might then lead to a spin-glass like state at low tem-
perature.

The temperature dependence of magnetization M was
measured in a 1 kOe magnetic field H in the temperature
range 2-300 K using a vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) attached with a Quantum Design Physical Prop-
erty Measurement System (PPMS). The temperature de-
pendence of heat capacity has also been measured in the
temperature range of 2-270 K using the heat capacity
attachment of a Quantum Design PPMS. The 7Li (gyro-
magnetic ratio γ/2π = 16.54607 MHz/kOe and nuclear
spin I = 3/2) NMR measurements using a fixed field
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Figure 2: Unit cell of Li2ZnV3O8. The Li+,
Zn2+,V4+,O2−ions are shown in indigo, blue, yellow
and red color respectively. The B-sites form a corner-shared
tetrahedral network but are shared by Li+/Zn2+ and V4+.

of 93.9543 kOe have been carried out. The 7Li nuclear
spin-lattice relaxation was measured by the saturation
recovery method using a n × π/2 - t - π/2 - τ - π pulse
sequence with τ = 90 μs and variable t. A comb sequence
with n (between 5 and 10) pulses was used to obtain good
saturation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The reciprocal of the susceptibility is plotted with tem-
perature in Fig. 3. We fit the data to 1/(χ − χ0) =
(T−θCW )/C in the range 190 - 300 K, where we took
χ0 as the sum of the core diamagnetic susceptibilites for
all the atoms in Li2ZnV3O8

16 and the Van-Vleck para-
magnetic susceptibility χV V = 2.048 × 10−4 cm3/mole
based on the vanadium-based S = 1/2 spinel compound
LiV2O4.17 From the Curie constant obtained from the
fit (0.30 cm3K/mole V4+), the effective number of Bohr
magnetons is found to be 1.55 which is slightly smaller
than the value for a S = 1/2 system (μeff = 1.73μB).
Whereas no sharp anomaly is seen in the susceptibil-
ity data down to 2 K, a difference betwen the ZFC and
FC susceptibilities is seen below about 6 K suggestive of
freezing of moments or glassy behaviour. Such ZFC/FC
bifurcation has been seen in Zn or Ti doped LiV2O4

around the same temperature. The asymptotic Curie-
Weiss temperature is large and negative (θCW ' −214
K), in comparison to the freezing temperature, indicat-
ing strong antiferromagnetic interactions. Note that the
peak of the ZFC curve (at T ∼ 3.5 K) is less than the
temperature where the ZFC/FC bifurcation starts. The
ZFC/FC split is possibly linked with the onset of spin-
cluster formation and the peak of the ZFC curve indicates
the freezing temperature (Tf ). These anomalies point to
the fact that the freezing phenomena might set in already
above Tf . Similar kind of behavior has also been observed
in Li1−xZnxV2O4 (for x≥ 0.813) and in Li(V1−yTiy)2O4

(for y = 0.210)The inherent geometric frustration of the
spinel system coupled with the random occupation of the
B sites by magnetic V4+ and nonmagnetic Li+ is sug-

Figure 3: Temperature dependence of inverse susceptibility
1/(χ − χ0) is shown for H = 10 kOe. The red line shows
the Curie-Weiss fit in the temperature range of 190-300 K
and the dotted line is its extrapolation.The inset shows the
bifurcation between the ZFC and FC curves below about 6
K. The ZFC and FC data are shown for various fields. The
peak of the ZFC curve and the starting point of ZFC/FC
bifurcation have been pointed out by the blue and red arrow,
respectively.

gested to be responsible for the observed susceptibility
behaviour. Note that in comparison, the θCW values for
the Li(V1−yTiy)2O4 (y = 0.05− 1) system are less than
100 K.10. In our ac susceptibility measurements as well,
a hump-like anomaly was observed at 4 K in the real part
of the susceptibility χ′ (see Fig.4). In the range of fre-
quencies of the ac field considered by us (20-1000 Hz),
no shift in the peak position of χ′ was observed. This
is different from the conventional spin-glass behavior ob-
served in the Zn-doped (at A-site) of Li1−xZnxV2O4

7.
This suggests that there exists some kind of spin freezing
in this compound but it is not the conventional spin glass
behaviour.

The heat capacity data of Li2ZnV3O8 are shown in
Fig.5. It is clear from the figure that no sign of long-
range ordering is observed down to 2 K. At around 5 K
a small hump is seen in the Cp/T data and it changes
slightly with the change in the magnetic field however
this change with magnetic field is not due to the Schot-
tky effect. This hump in the heat capacity data is close
to the temperature where ZFC and FC curves are split
in the χ(T ) vs. T data. Since we do not have a suitable
non-magnetic analogue for this system we tried to extract
the magnetic specific heat of Li2ZnV3O8 by subtracting
the lattice contribution using a combination of Debye
and Einstein heat capacities, CDebye and CEinstein, re-
spectively. In the T -range 27-125 K, the measured heat
capacity CP could be fit with a combination of one De-
bye and two Einstein functions of the type given below
where the coefficient Cd stands for the relative weight of
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of the ac susceptibility
(χ′) measured in an ac field of 1 Oe. The black, red and blue
data points represent the measurements at 1000 Hz, 53 Hz,
and 23 Hz respectively. A hump-like anomaly is observed at
4 K in χ′ but no dependence on frequency has been observed.

the acoustic modes of vibration and the coefficients Ce1
and Ce2 are the relative weights of the optical modes of
vibration.
CDebye = Cd × 9nR(T/θd)3

´ θd/T
0 (x4ex/(ex − 1)2)dx

CEinstein = 3nR[
∑
Cem ×

x2
Em

exEm

(exEm−1)2 ], x = hωE
kBT

In the above formula, n is the number of atoms in the
primitive cell, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and θd is
the relevant Debye temperature, m is an index for an
optical mode of vibration. In the Debye-Einstein model
the total number of modes of vibration (acoustic plus
optical) is equal to the total number of atoms in the
primitive unit cell. For Li2ZnV3O8 this number is 14.
In this model we have considered the ratio of the rela-
tive weights of acoustic modes and sum of the different
optical modes to be 1 : n − 1. Due to having two light
atoms (lithium, oxygen) and two comparatively heavier
atoms (vanadium and zinc) in this compound we con-
sidered two different optical modes of vibrations. The
fit yields a Debye temperature of 157 K and Einstein
tempertures of 293 K and 698 K with relative weights
Cd : Ce1 : Ce2 =1 : 4.3 : 8.7. Upon subtracting the lat-
tice heat capacity with the above parameters, we obtain
the magnetic contribution to the heat capacity Cm(T ).
The entropy change (∆S) was calculated by integrating
the Cm/T data [see Fig. 5]. The entropy change from
about 25 K to 2 K is about 1.4 J/K ( calculated for one
formula unit containing 3 V4+ ions) which is only about
8% of the value for an S = 1/2 system (Rln(2S + 1))
which indicates the presence of many degenerate low-
energy states at low temperatures18. The value of the
entropy change in our system is within the range of values
inferred for other doped LiV2O4 systems10. This large re-
duction in the value of ∆S down to temperatures much

Figure 5: (Left inset) The temperature dependence of specific
heat of Li2ZnV3O8; the red line represents the fitting of the
heat capacity using one Debye and two Einstein terms (see
text). The right inset displays the magnetic contribution of
specific heat at zero field (black circle), 50 kOe (red trian-
gle), and 90 kOe (blue star), the red line indicates the lattice
contribution of heat capacity; the green line (right axis, left
inset) shows the change of entropy calculated by integrating
the Cm/T data. In the main figure CP /T vs. T is shown
to depict the slight change with the magnetic field. The red
line indicates the lattice contribution in CP /T . Note that in
both the insets and in the main figure the heat capacity is
calculated for one formula unit.

lower than the Weiss temperature (θCW ) is typical of
disordered systems and a consequence of the presence of
strong geometric frustration in Li2ZnV3O8. We observed
a broad maximum in the Cm(T ) vs. T data at 9 K. Al-
though we have not observed any frequency dependence
in the ac susceptibility data which is the main character-
istic feature of canonical spin-glasses but the maximum of
Cm(T ) is observed above the freezing temperature (Tf ).
At low T , (in the range of 2− 5 K) Cm(T ) follows power
law(Cm(T ) = γTαwith γ = 98.4 mJK−2.2mol−1 and α=
1.24) dependence with temperature. This is similar to
what has been observed in other strongly correlated spin-
glasses10,19. All these facts tie together to point out that
there might be some formation of cluster-glass like state
in the system around 9 K which ultimately drives the
system in the metastable frozen state below Tf .

We were unable to detect the NMR signal associated
with the 51V nucleus of Li2ZnV3O8. This could be due to
the fact that there is a strong, on-site local moment which
naturally couples well with its own nucleus. The fluctu-
ations of this moment are very effective in causing a fast
relaxation of the nuclear magnetization. This makes the
detection of its NMR signal difficult. In Cs2CuCl420 and
in BaV3O8

21 as well, an NMR signals from the 63,65Cu
and from magnetic V4+nuclei, respectively were not de-
tected probably for similar reasons. On the other hand,
we did not face any difficulty in observing the NMR sig-
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nal from the 7Li nucleus in Li2ZnV3O8. However, we did
not observe any temperature dependence of shift in the
7Li spectra down to 6 K. From 6 K to 4 K (temperature
close to the freezing temperature) a small shift has been
observed in the 7Li spectra. We point out that in all
the LiV2O4 based spinels reported in literature, a signif-
icant temperature dependence of the shift (scaling with
the spin susceptibility) was observed. A weak hyperfine
coupling may be a reason for not getting any temperature
dependence of shift in Li2ZnV3O8 though that would be
unusual since it has the same structure as LiV2O4 and
one expects to have at least half the Li at the A site.

The 7Li NMR linewidth increases with decreasing tem-
perature as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. Down to about
100 K, the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
7Li spectrum for Li2ZnV3O8 is similar to that for pris-
tine LiV2O4 and also not much different from the other
doped-LiV2O4 systems. With a decrease in tempera-
ture the spectrum of Li2ZnV3O8 broadens at a signifi-
cantly slower rate compared to LiV2O4 and the doped-
LiV2O4 systems11. We now discuss the origin of 7Li
NMR linewidth in Li2ZnV3O8. There are two contribu-
tions to the NMR linewidth. The first one originates from
the nuclear-nuclear dipolar interaction while the second
arises from the demagnetizing field due to the neighbour-
ing powder grains22. By using the Gaussian approxima-
tion we can write the 7Li linewidth (FWHM) as

∆ = 2.35

√
‹∆ν›2 + (BχVHγ/2π)2 (1)

where ‹∆ν› is the dipolar interaction term calcu-
lated from the internuclear interaction, χV is the vol-
ume susceptibility (χV = χMd/M , d = 4.134 g/cm3 is
the density, and M = 360.09 g/mol is the molar mass),
γ/2π=1654.6 Hz G−1, H = 93954.3 Oe and B is the
fractional root-mean-square deviation of the local field
from the applied field H. The temperature independent
dipolar contribution has been calculated for LiV2O4 in
Ref.23 and is sure to be smaller in Li2ZnV3O8 since it is
vanadium deficient and Zn does not have a nuclear mo-
ment. In the first approximation, we take the dipolar
width to be the same as in LiV2O4 and fit the FWHM
of Li2ZnV3O8 to equation 1 with B as a fitting param-
eter. For B = 9.8 the calculated curve agrees well with
the experimental data above 30 K (see Fig.6). At lower
temperatures the discrepancy between the experimental
data and the calculated curve might be due to (a) an ex-
trinsic paramagnetic contribution to the measured sus-
ceptibility which becomes larger at lower temperatures
and (b) an insufficient spectral width of the NMR pulses
larger linewidth at low-temperatures leading to an un-
derestimation of the experimental FWHM. The overall
behaviour is similar to that seen in Ref.23 and hence we
conclude that here as well, the 7Li FWHM is dominated
by macroscopic magnetisation effects.

We next report the 7Li spin-lattice relaxation rate
data. In Li2ZnV3O8, lithium (I = 3/2) is in the tetra-
hedral (A-site) and octahedral (B-site) environment with

Figure 6: The 7Li spectra of Li2ZnV3O8 at temperatures
down to 4 K. The dotted arrow points to the shift from 6 K
to 4 K. The inset shows the change in the FWHM (full width
at half-maximum) with the variation in T . The red solid line
in the inset indicates the calculated results discussed in the
text.

oxygen. At least at the tetrahedral sites (but also at the
octahedral sites in case of distortions) a non-zero electric
field gradient (EFG) quadrupolar splitting is expected.
However, down to 4 K, we were able to irradiate the full
spectrum. We have measured the recovery of the longi-
tudinal 7Li nuclear magnetization Mt after a saturating
comb and fitted it using the following stretched exponen-
tial function,

1−Mt/M∞ = A× e−(t/T1)
β

(2)

Here A stands for the amount of saturation and β de-
notes the stretching exponent. The systems which are
driven into a spin-glass-like state possess a distribution
of spin-lattice relaxation times due to different relax-
ation channels with different T1. In these situations β
is a measure for the width of the distribution. This
stretched exponential behavior of the saturation recovery
of the spin-lattice relaxation data gives an indication of
the presence of the local moments, although sensed very
weakly through the window of the lithium nucleus. The
7Li NMR 1/T1 is nearly unchanged with temperature24
which is again surprising in light of the published data on
pure and doped LiV2O4 (see Fig. 7 where literature data
are shown along with our data). We observed an increase
in our 7Li NMR 1/T1 data for Li2ZnV3O8 near the spin-
glass/freezing temperature (4 K) and a small hump-like
anomaly around 50 K (see Fig.8). Likewise in case of
Li1−xZnxV2O4 and Li(V1−yTiy)2O4, an anomaly/peak
in the T -dependence of 7Li NMR 1/T1 was seen near the
spin-glass/freezing temperature. Note that the typical
value of 7Li NMR 1/T1 data in Li2ZnV3O8 (∼ 8s−1) is
vastly smaller than in any of the other vanadium based
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Figure 7: The spin-lattice relaxation rate (1/T1) of 7Li
in Li2ZnV3O8 is compared to that in pure and doped
LiV2O4 compounds from literature. In this graph Li2ZnV3O8,
LiV2O4, Li1−xZnxV2O4(x = 0.1) and Li(V1−yTiy)2O4(y =
0.1) data are shown in black closed circle, red open circle,
dark yellow closed triangle and blue open diamond symbols,
respectively. In the right inset the saturation recovery data
for 7Li nuclear magnetisation are shown at 6 K and 15 K are
shown. Also shown are the stretched exponential fits by the
blue solid lines.

spinels stated above. In 7Li NMR, the only indication
of the presence of local moments in Li2ZnV3O8 is in
the temperature dependence of the linewidth and in the
stretched exponential behavior in the spin-lattice relax-
ation.

Very recently 7Li NMR studies of a newly-found
valence-bond geometrically-frustrated (S = 1/2) clus-
ter magnet system (LiZn2Mo3O8) with strong correla-
tion (θCW ' −220 K) between Mo3O13 clusters via oxy-
gen bridges has been reported where no shift has been
observed down to 4.2 K and an almost temperature-
independent spin-lattice relaxation rate (1/T1) of the or-
der of 4s−1has been observed for the main peak25 similar
to what we have seen in Li2ZnV3O8.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have reported a new vanadium-based
cubic spinel (AB2O4) system Li2ZnV3O8, its prepara-
tion, crystal structure, magnetic properties, specific heat
properties, and NMR measurements. Among the B-site
doped LiV2O4 systems, this is possibly the first com-
pound where all the vanadium ions are in the 4+ oxida-
tion state. Whereas the B-sites form a frustrated lattice
only 75% are occupied by V4+ and the others have non-
magnetic ions. A Curie-Weiss fit of the magnetic suscep-
tibility data yields a Curie constant close to that expected
for S = 1/2. The Curie-Weiss temperatureθCW= -214 K

(greater than in the other LiV2O4 variants) is sugges-

Figure 8: The temperature dependence of the 7Li spin-lattice
relaxation rate (1/T1) is shown. The inset shows the variation
of the stretching exponent β with temperature.

tive of antiferromagnetic correlation in the system. Spin
freezing is observed below 6 K, similar to that in other
LiV2O4 variants. The peak of the ZFC curve (T ∼3.5 K)
appears lower than the bifurcation point of the ZFC/FC
curves (T ∼ 6 K) indicating that with decreasing temper-
ature there might be an onset of spin-cluster formation
before the system is ultimately driven into the frozen
state. In the heat capacity measurement an anomaly is
seen around 9 K and the entropy change ∆S is only 8%
of that expected for an ordered S = 1/2 system. This is
likely due to the presence of strong geometric frustration
in the system. We were unable to detect the NMR sig-
nal associated with the 51V nucleus of Li2ZnV3O8 due to
strong on-site local moment so we worked with the 7Li
nucleus. No temperature dependence of 7Li NMR shift
(except near the freezing temperature of 4 K) was ob-
served which might indicate a weak hyperfine coupling
with the magnetic V4+. The saturation recovery of the
spin-lattice relaxation data has been fitted well using a
stretched exponential function as might happen with a
distribution of magnetic environments. In the temper-
ature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate we
observed an increase close to the freezing temperature (4
K) but the magnitude of the anomaly close to the freez-
ing temperature is 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than
for Li1−xZnxV2O4 and Li(V1−yTiy)2O4.
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